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About This Game
A survival mini-game, power your life support until help arrives!
Your ship explodes and you are left desperately clutching to a tiny planet in an attempt to power your suit until help arrives.
Clutch to life in the eerily serene beauty of space with an epic orchestral soundtrack, Last Hope will have your heart racing in all
the best ways.
- Last 3 minutes, 5 minutes, 10 minutes, 3 minutes, or 2 hours for the ultimate test.
- Engaging and relaxing.
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All the blocks have arrows. Rather than being side by side it shoots a ray towards the direction of the arrow. The arrows can be
turned. Also new blocks are falling it. Also blue and teal are the same color (according to my eyes). And this is like throwing a
bouncy ball into a stadium and hopping it lands in Kobe's red solo cup. It isn't fun. It's just a game of chaos. I made it 8 levels in
and just rolled my eyes and exited.. I'll do anything for more Guacamelee in my life.. anyone who bought this on steam ed can
do nothing about the refund meaning you have to go through steam and if you have owned it for a while steam will not refund it
so your stuck with a useless dlc. Great Game nice idea but more content will be great. Regular 488GTB would have been better.
Wow, This was way better than expected! I only bought it because, I Noticed you're ''Riding in a Helicopter'' which, is
something I've always wanted to do...Well, for less than $10 I was able too and The Rush Was There and it was Amazing!
Things I liked:
- Beautiful Graphics, Excellent Music, and ''Great'' Sound Effects!
- Controls are Accurate & Work very well!
Note: They did well designing how the controls work!
Very comfortable and easy to use. I Actually Got A Work Out! ''Flapping My Wings!''
I Never Flown, So High in My Life it was Amazing! Only in VR can you do this....
- Very Relaxing and Move at your Own Pace with Teleport Locomotion.
Note: You Can Spend ''Hours'' in here if you like!
- The Freedom to Use the Program Standing or Sitting is Great!
Note: No Motionsickness while Standing\/ Some Motion sickness
while sitting due to camera moving on it's own.
''But, Recommend ''Sitting'' is More Relaxing!
- Not Only is this a Fantastic Ride! But, Afterwards, You Own Your Very Own VR Museum!
Note: It is Huge!
- Very Unique & Cool Design, The Amount of Detail makes it Amazing!
Note: It turned My little VR Room into a ''Massive World!''
- Educational Program with More to Come...
- Price! for under $10 This Program is Magnificent!
Things I Disliked:
- I really don't have ''Any'' of course, There is Always Room for improvement. but, for the price and what is there...I don't have
any dislikes. I Recommend one thing, When the Jets come Roaring by You could Amp up the volume to have it tinkle the
''Ears'' to help add to the realism...hahaha. but, the sound effects used are Good! and are probably Best! We don't want anyone
to lose there hearing...
Overall:
I Can't Believe How Well this Program is Made for the Price that I have Paid for it...It Works Very Well! The Ride is Amazing!
But, with a Bonus! You Own your Very Own VR Museum! This is a Great Way to Introduce any one to VR for the First Time.
Because, the use of Size makes it feel Massive! and, How they Executed the lay out of using the controls is Very Nice! I
Recommend this Program to Everyone. Yes it is ''Truly Magnificent!'' Add it to your Collection you'll Thank Me Later! 100%
Worth it.... The game is terrible, it tries to be uplink but dumbs the game down to "Do this, okay that is done do that" and
doesn't just hold your hand the entire game but straps you to it with a harness and some objectives didn't show for me so
overrall get Uplink, reasons: 1) costs less. 2) a lot more fun and in depth 3) Has onlink and a ton of other mods to get if you get
bored 4) typing into a console isn't the only thing a hacker does 6) the game has varity so I rate this 1\/10 poorly constructed
money grabing game with DLC that sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665too.
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Yet another wave shooter.... but this is a really great one. I find that my aim is more accurate without looking down the sights
than in a lot of other Vive games. I'm not sure if they're doing something differently with this one to make it feel more natural,
but I love the feel of shooting in it.
It's got quite a bit of variety too. A skill mode to see how fast you can kill the zombies, survival mode, and a bunch of different
levels.
I actually like the 2d zombie cutouts too, as it gives the opportunity for some guns to penetrate through a handful of zombies at
once, and others only kill one at a time.. Beautiful app, easy to use and easy to activate! It needs fresh install, if you are using old
or crack version of camtasia then there will be activation or watermark issues. You need to undo crack and host file and then
uninstall and then reinstall using steam and everything works charm. The only issue is that is not available for mac.. Great game,
played this on iOS back in the day and now happy it has come to PC! :). Imagine a world, a world where bullets go where you
aim, a world when running and shooting isn't frowned upon and hitting an enemy to kill them is optional; welcome to Masked
Shooters 2. The game delivers on all the hype built up by the critically acclaimed 'Masked Shooters' with stunning gameplay
features and more than one map! Not only that but the developers have listened to player feedback and have now included nine
individual weapons. All round one of the most fantastic games available on steam and a must have for all serious PC gamers.
10/10. the games dreadfull. Personally I love this game, though unfortunately it doesn't get any updates or anything to add to the
experience.. A Pretty decent tactical RPG based on Fire Emblem, which is kinda it strength but also the most annoying part of
it.
The only thing i do not like in Fire emblem is the uses of a weapon, i know it is "durability" but there are no ways to repair a
weapon, and powerful weapons can be destroyed in 6 uses is kinda meh. But the story is decent, but if you like me find the
freaking "durability" to be annoying, dont bother, you find powerful weapons that can be used 3-6 times and saving these
weapons to the very last minute tends to be boring. But if you are a true Fire emblem fan then you should get this title.. Cool
game, creepy rather than jump scares & graphics look great.. Fun little game, not too hard to play (though it a shame he doensnt
give you hints with what he says) lovely music in the background and a nice story. Worth it!. I'm giving Gumball Drift a
recommendation but with provisions. Please read before you buy and please note I am using the HTC Vive.
The premise of the game is simple and exactly what you see in the description. Playing the game however is nothing like the
previous arcade racers this is baced upon but more akin to racing radio controlled cars...and it works well to a degree.
The usual power ups and earn cash to unlock better cars is there. The tracks whilst basic in some respects are enough to kepp
you on your toes. Visually it's basic cartoon style graphics, very much akin to games from 10 years ago but it is rendered
brightly and clearly within your VR enviroment and seated or standard gameplay (or both) poses no issues. I could as much sit
down to race my cars as I could stand up and walk around my play area. In fact it some cases it was preffrable to stand up and
move. My only issue here was that there is no reset view, which whilst not problematic was annoying when you wanted to play
seated but had to stand up (and turn my back to my PC) and move just to get a better view. Please add a reset button devs...or at
least make it clear where the reset view option is if it's implemented (I could not find it).
A huge bonus for this game is also the fact that the dreaded VR sickness is a complete non issue in this game.

However, there are 2 big elephants in this VR room. First and formost is the lack of support for the Vives motion controllers
(and I suspect future Rift Touch controllers). This could just as easily be capable of controlling the cars but the support simply
isnt there. If you do not own a game pad, you cant play. The second is the price of this title. I bought it in the Steam sale and
paid \u00a38.99 (down from \u00a314.99). This is not a \u00a315 game in my opinion, even taking the VR part into account (so
pick it up on sale). Not a bad game at all (lot of fun infact) but for the stanard price I'd recommened plenty of other games over
this (at least in the case of Vive owners).
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